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The energy industry has entered a new era.
Supply and demand are decentralizing at
an accelerating pace. Traditional energy
companies and new entrants are embracing
renewables and looking for new opportunities.
Fast-cycle gas storage is a system necessity
which helps to absorb the volatility of
increasing renewable energy feed-in.
EnergyStock provides unique fast-cycle gas
storage services giving you the flexibility you
require; what you want, when you want it.
Our services are engineered to address your
specific needs and are available at one of the
most liquid hubs, the TTF.

➞

The only fast cycle energy storage facility in the world;
Able to meet the volatility challenges of the new energy world

➞

The best solution for energy portfolio management;
Optimising your trading performance

➞

Market-designed unique services, directly available at the TTF;
Nominate what you want, when you want it

➞

Outstanding reliability of our fail-safe facility;
24/7 breathing with your portfolio

Changes in the energy industry

Flexible energy trade and storage

Our society is moving towards a new way of producing and using

We believe that these changes call for increasingly flexible energy

energy. Together we are creating a more sustainable system that

storage; flexibility will become a stand-alone product with its

is increasingly reliant on the use of renewable energy sources like

own liquid market. We serve energy companies and traders with

wind and sun. Renewable energy production is more unpredictable

tailor-made solutions to optimize energy portfolios, manage risks

than the traditional fossil resources and does not offer the required

and increase profits.

supply continuity when sun and wind are unavailable. Given this
volatility, gas-fired power plants are ideal for guaranteeing security

EnergyStock owns a completely different kind of underground gas

of supply. Natural gas is the cleanest fossil fuel and a carrier of

storage compared to the other traditional gas storage facilities

energy in its own right. In addition, new independent energy

in Europe. In fact, we operate the fastest gas storage facility in

companies and private initiatives are entering the market and

the world with significantly more cycle times than traditional

platforms for gas trading are growing. These developments will

facilities. Most of the traditional underground gas storage

generate significant changes for energy portfolio management.

facilities are designed to address a seasonal or peak pattern.

New services from flexibility providers will be needed to shape the

Given their injection and withdrawal specifications, the low

best energy sourcing strategy for your company.

turnover rates and lengthy switch times they cannot provide the
high speed response needed to cope with the volatile patterns of
the new energy world.
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Flexibility needs

Our services

We have tailored a portfolio of unique services to address your energy risk,

A mature gas flexibility market calls for trading methods and

portfolio management and trading opportunities. In close co-operation

platforms that offer buyers speed and quality of service.

with our clients, EnergyStock is taking a leading role by providing

EnergyStock provides the following range of flexibility services.

innovative solutions.
Hourly Flexibility Service
EnergyStock addresses the different flexibility needs of many industry players.

With our premium service, the Hourly Flex Service, clients benefit

On the one hand we provide portfolio balancing and management solutions for

fully from hourly flexibility requirements for short-term portfolio

companies that need to handle load balancing, asset outages, system/portfolio

changes and market opportunities, for instance the intra-day, day-

stress and asset backed trading. Dispatch is driven by physical requirements

ahead and month-ahead volatility of gas prices.

and features limited forward hedging. On the other hand we support non-asset
backed speculative trading clients who wish to reduce exposure to volatility,

Volatility Trading Service

require support in structured trading and enable the sale of risk management

This multi cycle service has been specifically developed for traders

products. Our trader clients look for dynamic capacity trading and a high

to profit from gas price fluctuations in the market. With this

trading churn.

trading service you can benefit from spot volatility and capture
intrinsic as well as extrinsic value.
Spread Trading Service
This single cycle service is aligned with the tradeable TTF products

Profit

and facilitates short and long term spread trading opportunities,
from week to weekend trading to summer to winter trading.
Speculative trading

Accelerator Service, an interruptible service
This service, with an interruptible characteristic, is available
to all firm contracts delivered at the TTF. You can easily use the

Asset backed trading

unused capacity of other clients to quickly respond to market
opportunities and maximize the value of the storage portfolio.
Portfolio management

Add-on Services
An add-on to existing contracts, working gas volume, injection
capacity or withdrawal capacity can be contracted separately to

Portfolio balancing

meet a client’s needs.

Risk

All services are backed by our highly reliable fast-cycle gas
storage facility and are available on the TTF and ‘on the flange’
High injection and withdrawal rates, with one of the highest
turnover rates in the world and a switch time of under 15 minutes,
are year round available. We offer services on bilateral base and
via auctions. Contract duration can range from one day to several
years and services can be on a firm or an interrupted basis. We are
also working closely together with our clients to co-develop even

energystock.com

more innovative solutions.

fast cycle gas storage

‘Volatility is a key input for
commercial and risk management
decisions of energy companies and
energy traders.
Follow the volatility development
of the new energy world on our
company website!’
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fast cycle gas storage

Unique fast-cycle gas storage
EnergyStock operates a world-class fast-cycle storage facility. We guarantee
a standardised nomination process, a 30-minute nomination lead time for
services delivered on the Flange and responsive front and back office services.
Our storage facility is located in the North of the Netherlands and is connected
to the highly reliable Dutch gas infrastructure from which the entire TTF market
is easily reached. The TTF has the largest market share, offers the biggest churn
rate and is one of the drivers of the north-west European Gas Roundabout.

Register today
EnergyStock values long-term relations with clients. Your relationship with
us starts with an easy and free online registration. Registration is strongly
recommended, even if you do not have immediate flexibility needs.
When you do need to act decisively, you can easily access our services
immediately. Please go to our website www.energystock.com and complete the
process in three simple steps.

Register today, use our services tomorrow
More information
Call us at +31 (0)50 521 2122, e-mail us at
info@energystock.com or visit our website
www.energystock.com.

For more information
+31 (0)50 521 2122
info@energystock.com
energystock.com
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